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Innovation Powerhouse Applies
New Model for Commercialization
Hadassah, Israel’s leading medical research
hospital, raises money via public markets
& HBL – to promote its products & companies

by
Ophir Shahaf, LL.B., MBA
CEO
Hadasit Bio-Holdings Ltd.
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Imagine a machine, or a factory,
generating world-class scientific
innovations. These are immediately
protected by layers of patents
(intellectual property – IP) and
set up in the form of companies,
managed by life science
professionals. Surely, such a
model would be placed high on
the “wish list” of any potential
investor.

“machine” are 1200 MD’s and
researchers – some are leaders
in their respective fields, who
consistently invent new drugs,
devices and diagnostic methods
– to detect and combat disease.
Still – the fact is that excellent
science may be enough for an
article in a prestigious magazine –
but not enough for a real, revenue
generating business.

This attractive model comes to
life at HBL – Hadasit Bio-Holdings
Ltd. This company was set up
in 2005 and entrusted with
the mandate to commercialize
the IP of the Hadassah hospital
in Jerusalem. At the basis of this

Enter HBL – this company will
“package” this top-notch
scientific development in the form
of a company, appoint a businessminded CEO, set up a business
plan with clear milestones and
goals, and start the long and

expensive road of drugdevelopment (current figures go
up to 7 years and $ 500 M –
from the glimmer in the scientist’s
mind all way to a prescription
at your local pharmacy).
As always – funding is the
bottleneck. Investment in this
model was traditionally
monopolized by the ultrasophisticated and deep-pocketed
venture capitalists, institutions
or drug companies. HBL took
the model towards a different
direction and soon after its
establishment – it was floated
on the Tel-Aviv Stock Exchange
(TASE), under the symbol
HDST.
This is clearly a precedent in
biotech financing – for the first
time, public investment is allowed
to participate in direct funding
of the companies based on the
IP generated by Israel’s foremost
medical research center. HBL
currently has holdings in eight
companies, all based on the
research and development efforts
of Hadassah’s leading scientists
and physicians.
Developing new drugs, even
when the best science is at hand,
is still a risky business. Regulation
(FDA and the like…) is strict,
costs are sky-high and huge,
blockbuster payoffs attract
competition from every corner
of the globe. HBL sees its main
role as a fundraising platform
for the Hadassah companies and
as a “de-risking” mechanism –
improving the chances of success
on the way to a highly profitable
product.
This is achieved in a variety of
ways:
1. Diversification of products
and technologies (eight
companies, many products
and technological platforms).

2. Clear focus on Phase I trials
– this stage in development
is the “First-in-Man” – where
company value shoots up.
HBL focuses on funding the
execution of Phase I by the
portfolio companies and
success in this stage can
multiply the valuation of each
company up to X 10.
3. Leverage of Hadassah –
enjoying access to the best
manpower, infrastructure and
future investment opportunities – more “bang for the buck”
and a lower cash burn rate.
4. Picking the right sectors –
focus is key. Companies
operate in the oncology, autoimmune and stem cell areas
– all super-hot sectors hungry
for new drugs. All are fields in
which Hadassah has decades
of excellence.
5. Clear inclusion (“entry”) criteria:
all companies were properly
vetted by leaders of the
biotech community and have
established proof of concept
via animal testing. All the drugs
are intended for markets where
there is no current solution or
the one available is inadequate.
6. Clear commercialization (“exit”)
model: HBL will not attempt
to fund drug development all
the way to the market – it is
way too expensive. Following
a successful Phase I trial –
it will sell / license / float the
portfolio company and generate
a significant return.
A few examples from the portfolio:
Tolarex is developing a new cellbased therapy for Graft vs. Host
disease and is currently within
a clinical trial.
Verto has recently completed a
Phase I/II trial in 10 Lupus patients.

Safety and efficacy goals were
achieved.
ProtAb, based on inventions
by Prof. Y. Naparstek, Chairman
of Medicine at Hadassah, is
developing a novel, breakthrough
antibody for the treatment of
Rheumatoid Arthritis.
CellCure has developed a highly
innovative method of manipulating
stem cells into RPE cells –
the cells which are destroyed
during AMD – a leading cause
of blindness. The cells will be
injected into the eye and replace
the defected cells in order to
restore vision.
HBL has recently completed a
private investment round of
approx. $ 5 M. and is currently
raising a similar amount from the
public and institutional investors.
For additional information:
www.hbl.co.il

Are You Ready
To Play?
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An innovative Israeli company may well be
about to change the way that you, your spouse,
your kids and even your mother plays video
games. From its humble beginnings in a former
cowshed in Kibbutz Mishmarot (somewhere
between Tel-Aviv and Haifa), Playcast Media is
now poised to take the world of video-gaming
by storm.
For Playcast is at the forefront
of ushering in a whole new era
in video gaming, offering the
opportunity to play high-end
games via your cable TV network.
And if you thought that your cable
TV provider would never be able
to offer anything more exciting in
the way of games than Tetris or
backgammon, then think again.
As of this summer, the Israeli
cable network ‘HOT’, serving twothirds of the multi-channel homes
in Israel, is trialling Playcast’s
technology to 1,000 test homes,
allowing its subscribers to play
next-generation games without
having to buy a console or spend
a fortune on the latest games
titles.
In a nutshell, Playcast’s pioneering
video compression technology
massively reduces the inherent
latency (delay) in sending
signals there and back between
a remote control or gamepad in
the subscriber’s home and the
central hub of the cable network
where the games servers are
located. This allows, for the first
time ever, smooth XBox or PS3like gameplay via the existing
cable TV box.

This is a boon for the cable
operators and telephone (IPTV)
companies that offer TV services
into the home, which have long
sought a way to offer a gameson-demand service to their
subscribers to complement their
existing pay-TV, telephone and
internet services.
Extensive research in Israel
shows the service proving highly
attractive to casual and hard-core
gamers alike who will be able
to spend a few shekels, dollars,
euros or pounds per month and
receive a package of the latest
video games, easily accessed
on their TV through the regular
programme guide, in just the
same way that it is currently
possible to access a VOD (video
on demand) library of content.
The games publishers which
often invest tens of millions of
dollars in a new game – as much
as Hollywood studios do on
blockbuster movies – also stand
to gain. At a time when traditional
high-street games-related retail
outlets are closing down, the
ability to deliver console-like games
digitally direct to TV through
cable networks is indicative of

where future revenues will come
from. The easy accessibility of
Playcast also allows the publishers
to open up a much wider
potential user base for their
games (ie everyone in the family)
rather than rely purely on the
traditional console or PC gamers.
So, it very much looks like all
interested parties – the publishers,
the TV platforms and the gamers
will benefit from Playcast’s
breakthrough technology.
Backed by Israeli VC firm Xenia,
and with offices already in the
UK, New York and Los Angeles
as well as Israel, Playcast’s first
commercial roll-out of the system
with HOT scheduled later this
year will be followed by launches
in Europe and North America.
Technical trials are currently taking
place with many of the leading
cable and IPTV networks in these
markets – so far with impressive
results. Guy de Beer, founder
and CEO of Playcast says that
“The last quarter of 2009 and
2010 look set to be a pivotal
period in Playcast’s rapid evolution,
but we’re prepared to meet the
challenge head-on”. Clearly, this is
all about games, but, for Playcast
Media, the stakes couldn’t be
higher.”
by
Russell Barash
Managing Director, UK
Playcast Media

Investment and
Philanthropy:
Achieving Greater Impact from
Charitable Giving
by
Eylon Penchas
Managing Partner
VPartners Venture Capital
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Leveraging private
sector techniques to
generate greater impact
from charitable giving
is not a new concept.
However, maximizing
the social benefit of a
charitable organization’s
endowment, by carefully
selecting like-minded
investment vehicles, is
a welcome innovation.
The term Venture Philanthropy
is believed to have been coined
by J. Rockefeller III in the late
1960s, and the model grew
popular during the technology
boom in the 1990s. Philanthropic
organizations often maintain
similar relationships to their
recipient organizations as private
equity and venture capital funds
have with their portfolio companies.
The philanthropic organizations
take an active role in building the
receiving nonprofits’ capacity to
serve their target markets, and
funding may be provided over a
multiyear period, tied to mutually
agreed benchmarks, and with
a clear exit strategy.
Using these techniques,
philanthropic organizations
successfully support the nonprofits
in their portfolios. However, they
may further maximize the impact
of charitable giving by investing
a percentage of their endowments
in like-minded private equity or
venture capital funds. For example,
organizations that support Israeli
causes, may consider investing in
vehicles that earn strong returns
while contributing to Israel’s
economy and society.
In Israel, private sector investment
funds have learned lessons
from the public sector on the

importance of supporting nonprofit
ventures and organizations. The
Israeli private equity and venture
capital community has developed
several initiatives including the
Israel Venture Network (IVN) and
TMURA the Israeli Public Service
Venture Fund, both founded in
2002. These are just two examples
of how the investment community
directly contributes to the larger
community with funds, training
and empowerment.
Although established for purely
business reasons, Israeli private
equity and venture capital
firms have a significant role in
strengthening the stability of
the local economy and society.
They promote new innovative
businesses in Israel, encourage
local employment, bring in foreign
capital, help position Israeli R&D
at the forefront of technological
development worldwide, and
encourage involvement with large
multinational corporations.
These funds invest in making
Israel stronger – both directly and
indirectly – while generating
attractive financial returns for
investors.
For example, the investment fund
VPartners has created a socially
responsible portfolio that includes
a new initiative to make equity
investments in high-potential
businesses located in low income
communities in Israel’s periphery.
Investments in these areas will
include close mentoring over
a multiyear period, exposure to
the fund’s network of contacts,
and a clear exit strategy. As the
target businesses grow, they will
generate quality jobs, local wealth
and entrepreneurial role models.
VPartners was structured to best
meet the objectives of the
prominent Jewish foundations
that had decided to combine
their asset allocation needs with
the benefits of investing in Israel.

VPartners offers them attractive
potential financial returns based
on a proven track record, special
tax benefits and exemptions,
and the knowledge that their
investments are promoting Israeli
businesses.
The IVN, Tmura and VPartners all
demonstrate new opportunities
for philanthropic foundations
to maximize the impact of their
charitable giving both directly and
indirectly, and in accordance with
their goals and values.

About the author:
With over twelve years of private
equity investment experience,
Eylon Penchas, is the Managing
Partner of VPartners (www.
vpartnersfund.com), an investment
fund tailored for private investors
and charitable foundations and
a member of the Viola Group
(www.viola-group.com). VPartners
was founded in 2000 and has
approximately $300 million in
capital commitments from leading
international and Israeli private
investors, including leading Jewish
foundations. Viola Group, with close
to $2 billion under management,
is a leading innovative private
equity investment group focused
on technology based growth
opportunities in Israel.
For more information, contact
eylonp@vpartnersfund.com.

Iscar – a good enough investment
for Warren Buffett
In May 2006, Warren Buffett shocked the business
world by splashing out US$4 billion to acquire
an 80% stake in the Israeli company Iscar
Manufacturing, so making it Berkshire Hathaway’s
first investment outside of the United States.
There were no doubt many people
who questioned why the “Sage
of Omaha” would wish to acquire
a majority holding in this particular
Israeli company, based many
miles north of the traditional
entrepreneurial environs of Tel Aviv
and Herzliya.
Iscar produces cutting tools for
metalworking, including turning,
grooving, milling, hole making,
boring and threading tools. In
other words, it is far from being
one of the traditional high-tech
companies with which Israel’s
so-called “Silicon Wadi” has
become associated.
Established in 1952 in a wooden
garage behind the home of its
founder, Stef Wertheimer, Iscar
has become a multinational
company with manufacturing
facilities in 14 countries and
representation in many more.
The key to Iscar is innovation,
which is complemented by a deep
commitment to research and
development – the company
states that it spends approximately
10% of its total resources on R&D
activities.
But innovation can come in a
variety of ways. Just a few miles
south of Israel’s border with
Lebanon , a visitor to Iscar’s
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headquarters in Tefen in the
Western Galilee is immediately
struck by several things.
Firstly, there are the pleasant
surroundings in which the various
Iscar buildings are situated – not
something which one usually
expects from a manufacturing
facility. Secondly, there is the
cleanliness of the place – not a
trace of oil in sight. Finally, there
are the colours – the bright yellow
floors, mixed with traces of blue,
provide a welcome relief from the
typical dull colours one usually
witnesses on the factory floor. The
effect is obvious – the employees
are working in a place which they
like and are proud to show-off to
outsiders.
As with all businesses, Iscar
relies on its employees. And they
are well looked after - from the
conditions in which they work
to the cafeteria where they have
lunch each day, a place where the
Chairman and CEO rub shoulders
with the rest of the team.
The test of the employees’
commitment to the company was
clearly demonstrated in 2006
during Israel’s conflict with
Lebanon, just a few months after
Warren Buffett had announced
his deal with the Wertheimers.
Despite the heavy rocket
bombardment to which the Galilee

was subjected over several
weeks, people continued to turn
up for work each day and the
company was able to meet its
orders.
Whilst Iscar has not been immune
to the effects of the global
downturn, having to reduce
production to reflect lower
demand, it would need to be a
very brave person who would bet
against Warren Buffett. At the
time of the deal, he told the Israeli
financial newspaper The Marker
that “in another five or ten years,
we’ll look back and understand
that what we declared here is
one of the most significant things
Berkshire Hathaway has ever
done. Iscar will be a very large
and important company”.
And just in case you might think
that Iscar marks the first and last
deal which Buffett will do in Israel,
he left the readers of The Marker
with a tantalising offer: “If your
readers know a company that
resembles Iscar, even a little, have
them call me immediately. I want
to buy. Let them call me collect”.
by
Jonathan Morris
Partner
Berwin Leighton Paisner LLP

Learnings as bmi develops
its route network, flying
from London Heathrow to
Tel Aviv
For bmi, the last 18 months have been a huge
learning curve for the British airline as its route
network has expanded, covering Europe, the
Middle East, Russia, Africa and Saudi Arabia.
In April, bmi launched a twice-daily service
from London Heathrow to Tel Aviv and the
airline has had to learn quickly about how
business can differ in the Israeli market, both
commercially and culturally.
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bmi’s New Business Manager,
Mike Flood has been instrumental
in promoting the London Heathrow
to Tel Aviv route. He commented;
“The Israeli market is one of the
most community-led areas and
word of mouth is key. This can
be great for business but it also
means that one wrong turn can
result in a bad reputation being
quickly circulated. We have
worked hard to raise awareness
of bmi within the local community

by
Mike Flood
BMI
through the press and also by
working with core community
groups.
“From a customer service point
of view, customers flying on this
route are very forthcoming with
feedback if they feel the service
is not up to standard. Customer
Services have had to improve their
response times for all forms of
query, complaint and fare changes
quicker than in European markets
as the service expectation is
extremely valued.
“From the commercial side –
as 95% of the bookings in Israel
are made via the trade, we have
had to develop and nurture trade
relations, offering commissions
and relying mostly on our travel
agents as our main partners.
“From a UK sales point of view
it was key that we quickly
identified the key trade, as the

agents are very “community
orientated” – looking after ALL
aspects of travel be it business,
leisure, visiting friends and family
or Pilgrim groups etc.
“As far as the inflight service is
concerned, food has been the
biggest area of learning. We had
to make several adjustments to
adapt the bmi cuisine to the
Israeli taste. The Israeli taste
is quite different from the English
especially when it comes to
breakfast. Israelis don’t like meat
as a part of their breakfast menu.
Plain omelette, cheese, fresh fruit
& vegetables will always be the
menu of choice. As far as lunch
and dinner go, the Mediterranean
flavours and simplicity are more
to the Israeli liking.
To gap the differences the local
team in Tel Aviv attended a series
of meetings with the Inflight
Catering team to help create

a menu suitable for the Israeli
market.
“With family being key in the Israeli
market and families tending to
be larger than average, seating
is very important when travelling.
Also Israeli’s tend to move around
the aircraft cabin, talking to their
friends and family during flights
“Other small things like making
sure we can provide newspapers
in Hebrew as well as recruiting
Hebrew speaking crew to man
the London Heathrow to Tel Aviv
flights are fundamental in
developing bmi as the ‘better
for business’ airline in the Israeli
market.
“Tel Aviv has been a key route
for bmi and we are committed
to developing our presence
in the Israeli market and this
learning curve is fundamental to
our development.”
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